
 

 

Dear Parents / Guardians, 

Please help your child complete the following activities. Complete the activities on lined paper or exam pad 

paper. Remember to write a date and heading for each activity, and to rule off once each activity is 

complete. Please take pride in your work and keep it safe as it will be marked when we return to school. 

Please ensure you revise counting, sounds, sight words and Letter Land Rhymes on a daily basis (all to be 

found in the Term One Homework Book.) 

 “You are capable of amazing things!” 

  

 

Monday-English  

Topic: Safety at Home    

Reading: 

Read the following text on “Safety at Home” slowly with your child, two or three times, and then answer the 
questions below on lined paper. Remember to answer in full sentences.  

 

In Suzie’s home there are rules to help her family make sure they are always safe. These are a few of the 

rules that help keep them away from danger. Do not touch anything that is hot such as a stove, a kettle or an 

iron. Do not play with plugs. Never play with knives or sharp objects. Cook yummy treats with the help of an 

adult so that you do not burn or hurt yourself. Never open the door for strangers. Suzie and her family feel 

happy and safe at home.  

 

1. Why does Suzie’s family have rules at home? 

2. Write down one of the rules that keeps the family safe?  

3. Why must an adult help you when you are cooking in the kitchen? 

4. Do you have any rules in your home? Write down and explain one or two 
of these rules.   

 

 



Tuesday-Afrikaans  

Topic: My Huis (My Home) 

1. Read the following sentences out loud: 
 

 My huis is mooi. (My home is beautiful.) 

 Die huis is wit en die dak is rooi. (The house is white and the roof is red.) 

 Ons badkamer is groot. (Our bathroom is big.) 

 Ons eet in die kombuis. (We eat in the kitchen.) 

 
2. Answer the following questions verbally: 

 Watter kleur is die dak? (What colour is the roof?) 
 Is die badkamer groot of klein? (Is the bathroom big or small?) 
 Waar eet julle? (Where do you eat?) 

 
3. Clap the following words out into syllables: 

bad – ka – mer 

kom – buis  

ven-ster 

 

Please complete the following on your lined paper-  

Write the following sentence and draw a picture.  

Dit is my huis. (This is my house.) 

Learners are to draw a picture of their own house, adding in all the relevant details.  

 

Wednesday-Mathematics 

Use your number chart to count forwards in 1s from 0-50 

 

Copy these sums and number lines onto your lined paper to answer the questions below: 

Example:  

5 + 2 = 7 

 

 

 



 

1. 6 + 3 = _____ 

     

2. 9 + 1 = _____ 

   

 

3. 5 – 2 = ____ 
      

 

*Remember:  

When adding- ‘jump’ forwards on the number line.  

When subtracting- ‘jump’ backwards on the number line. 

 

Thursday-English 

Complete the following on your lined paper.  

Learn all of your spelling words for this week - bad, dad, lad, had, ran, van, man, can, is, you  

Sound your words out loud: b-a-d, d-a-d etc. 

Choose 5 of your spelling words and write a sentence for each word. Highlight the spelling word in each 
sentence. Illustrate one of your sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 



Friday- Life Skills 

Topic: Safety in the Home 

Complete the following on your lined paper: 

1. Draw two columns. Label the first one safe and the second one dangerous. 

Draw relevant pictures under each heading.  

2. Discuss why certain objects are safe and others unsafe. (Verbally)  

3. Have some FUN! Look around your house and identify all the safe and unsafe objects.  

 

 

English-Handwriting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete the following on your lined paper.  

1. Complete a row of each of the following letters.  
(Remember to form your letters correctly.)  
Refer to your Term 1 Homework Book.  

m n o p        m n o p     

q r s t          q r s t 

 

     2. Write the following -ad / -an  words on your lined paper. Remember to form your letters carefully 
and to use finger spaces. 

bad  dad  lad  had 

ran  van  man  can  

 

3. Practise the following two patterns on your lined paper.  

4. Remember to use a sharp pencil and try not to pick up your pencil when doing the patterns. Work 
slowly and carefully.  



Important Resources:  

 

Week 3 

 English Phonics 

words: 

Week 3 

Afrikaans 

Phonics words: 

ad/an wol 
bad kol 
Dad kos 
lad bos 
had jok 
ran vol 
van rot 
man  
can  
is  

you  



Important Resources: 

Number chart: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Just for fun! 

 


